
The MaxiSYS MS909 is a 9.7" touchscreen Android-based advanced diagnostic tablet
powered by an Octa-core processor (2.2GHz Quad + 1.8GHz Quad), 128GB memory
and features an advanced VCI supporting latest DoIP, D-PDU and Mega CAN vehicle
communication protocols. The MS909 features topology module mapping 
capability for supported vehicles and its intelligent 
diagnostics feature that guides the technician 
from code to repair to test with detailed repair 
information and illustrations. The MS909 
features a rechargeable lithium battery providing 
8 hours of continued use, and front and rear 
cameras.

Autel MaxiSYS MS909CV is an advanced commercial vehicle diagnostic tablet
compatible with 80+ models of light, medium and heavy-duty vehicles. The 9.7" wireless
Android-based touchscreen tablet performs extensive diagnostics including the ability to
read/erase codes, view/graph live data, and perform active tests. The tablet includes a
Bluetooth-enabled vehicle communication interface (VCI)/J2534 pass-thru device, the
MaxiBAS B200 battery/starting/charging 
system test device, alligator clamps, multimeter 
and amp clamps. The tablet features ADAS 
Calibration Software for class 3-5 vehicles and 
class 6-8 vehicles with dynamically calibrated 
systems.

Built for high volume shops, the 80C center Clamp Tire Changer
is built on the best platform in the business. Easy to use center
locking mechanism is fast, robust and helps prevent metal to
metal contact with customer wheels. Air powered, articulating
roller arm provides direct pressure on the bead to prevent it from
rolling back over the mounting tool. Wheel and tire service is a
hard business. Get a tire changer that can take the abuse. 80C
features a brand new chassis designed especially for high-
volume, high-duty cycle tire shops that need to go the extra mile.
Includes 3 year parts, 6 month labor manufactures warranty.

80CEH220
(Item must be ordered - Approximately 7-10 business days) 

1500-3D Direct Drive Wheel Balancer

1500 
113277C | Light Truck Optional Cone Kit 40mm
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MaxiSYS MS909 Diagnostic Tablet with MaxiFlash
VCI/J253

G2S AUL-MS909G2S AUL-MS909CV

MaxiSYS MS909CV Commercial Vehicle Diagnostics
Tablet with wireless VCI/J2534

Built for high volume shops, the 60X includes
advanced features and a best-in-class external
clamping range. Standard 3-position, steel clamps
are easy to adjust allowing quick set-up. The
calibratable inflation gauge contains a lexan cover,
an over pressure feature and a safety spring
allowing it to survive about 200,000 tire inflations.
The X-Series® extended tower has the ability to
change up to a 14" wide tire. Featuring a Patented
Robo-Arm® Helper Device, a Hand Activated Bead
Loosner, and a Single Point Sealer. 

60X Rim Clamp Tire Changer

60XEH11 
(Item must be ordered - Approximately 7-10 business days) 

80C Center Clamp Tire Changer

1185 
113277C | Light Truck Optional Cone Kit 40mm 

1185 Wheel Balancer
The Coats® 1185 will help take your shop to the
next level. This unit is designed for light to medium
duty environments, but offers features you will find
on much larger, more elaborate machines. Easily
visible laser line helps operators place weights right
where they are needed. Vivid color display alerts
operator to the imbalance location and identifies the
optimal tape on or clip weight location. Audio and
graphics-based notifications alert operator when
weight placement is needed. Includes 1 year parts,
6 month labor manufactures warranty. 

Motor and spindle are combined into a single, pre-balanced
assembly that always stays calibrated to zero. Pinpoints the
exact weight location, both radially and axially and eliminates
trial and error. Automatically positions the wheel at the weight
placement location and locks the spindle in place for easy,
accurate weight application. Features a 3D Automatic Data
Entry of the distance, diameter, and width. A Behind Spoke
mode that allows you to hide the Tape-A-weight behind the
spokes to a decorative wheel quickly and easily. A side
shadow board with a  basic accessory kit comes standard on
the 1500 balancer. Includes 3 year parts, 6 month labor
manufactures warranty. 

(Item must be ordered - Approximately 7-10 business days) (Item must be ordered - Approximately 7-10 business days)

(Item must be ordered - Approximately 1-3 business days)(Item must be ordered - Approximately 1-3 business days)



Premier R-1234yf Machine
The AC1234-4 is a fully automatic ACS machine 
that meets SAE J2927 and J2843 standards for
1234yf recovery. The machine includes an
integrated refrigerant identifier that samples the
refrigerant in the vehicle’s A/C system prior to
recovery. AC1234-4 is a highly accurate and
reliable machine capable of servicing both
standard and high-voltage vehicle A/C systems.

G2S ROB-AC1234-4

ROB 34724 | Filter  (for 1234YF & R134A machines) 

Robinair A/C Recycling Filter-Drier Spin-On Filter. Robinair
replacement part features OE fit, form, and function to
ensure ease of installation and proper performance.

Flash Reprogrammer 
Fully automatic microprocessor controlled power supply
For regular automotive, lead-acid, calcium, AGM, start-stop and gel cell batteries
Maintains stable voltage under varying loads during major vehicle ECU
reprogramming and diagnostic work
Digital volts and amps display
Multiple output cable selection
Anderson plug with interchangeable power cords 

Heavy-duty replaceable clamps
Adjustable mounting brackets
Dual temperature-controlled cooling fans
Durable aluminum case

       for different regional users

SCH INC100 

SCH DSR115 

ProSeries 12V/24V 4400 Peak Amp Jump Starter
This reliable unit offers two internal high-output AGM
batteries to jump start 12- and 24-volt systems. The
DSR115 is built with convenience and performance in
mind, which is why it includes a digital display to
check the battery percentage, an on/off switch, and a
2-amp external automatic charger for a quick
recharge. Built in is a 12-volt DC power outlet and
2.1A USB port to charge and run mobile phones,
tables, or other accessories.

250A 6/12V Battery Charger/Engine Starter
With a 250-amp engine start, this 6- and 12-volt automatic
battery charger is powerful enough for SUVs, trucks, and large
engines. Features a 40-amp boost mode and is equipped to
charge standard, AGM, gel, and deep-cycle batteries and
includes a built-in battery and alternator tester. The
microprocessor features multi-stage charging, float-mode
monitoring, automatic voltage detection, and automatic
amperage adjustment for added safety, precision, and overall
battery life.

SCH SC1325 

1700 peak ampere
Battery status indicator gauge
46 inch heavy-duty #2 cables
DC outlet to power 12 volt accessories

The Jump-N-Carry JNC660 1700 Peak Amp 12 Volt Jump
Starter is a favorite piece of equipment for automotive service
garages, car dealerships, towing operations and busy fleet
service facilities. Features:

Jump-N-Carry 12V Jump Starter

G2S SOLJNC660

Lisle Combustion Leak Detector
Quickly pinpoints combustion leaks
Checks for combustion leaks caused by bad head
gaskets, cracked blocks, and cracked or warped
heads
Indicating fluid changes from blue to yellow when
exposed to combustion gases in the radiator
Includes: 16 oz. combustion leak indicating fluid,

       hose, tester, and vacuum fitting

G2S LIS-75500

Pro-Torch
This pro micro torch is powered by
butane and features a child-resistant
automatic ignition system. The flame
temperature is 2400°F. This torch is
refillable and has a windproof flame
and a safety lock.

PIC 8247-31  

Wet/Dry Vacuum
10 gallon stainless steel vacuum with
10amp 5 peak HP motor. 

KIN 8540LST
8 gallon corrosion resistant plastic tank with
a 9amp 4 peak HP motor. 

KIN 8530LPN 

KIN KVAC-1070 | 8 & 10 gallon 
Vacuum Cartridge 

Nebo Inspector Flashlight
The NEBO Inspector is an innovative, powerful pocket
light that outputs 180 lumens, with 3 light modes and
3x adjustable zoom that provide the perfect amount of
light for any situation. The INSPECTOR is also
waterproof (IP67) and features a removable steel clip
and Soft-Touch Technology, which provides
momentary operation when the light is off, with the
slight touch of the button.

NEB POC-0004

Nebo Big Larry Pro
Bright Work Light with Red Hazard Flasher and Magnetic
Charging Station. The BIG Larry® PRO features a high-
power, 500 lumen COB work light and red hazard flasher.
Fully rechargeable and equipped with 2 magnetic charging
stations. The PRO also has a powerful magnetic base and
adjustable steel clip for convenient hands-free lighting. When
there is work to be done…bring a PRO!

NEB 6640 



M12™ Paint & Detailing Color Match Light
The MILWAUKEE® M12™ Paint and Detailing Color Match Light
(bare tool, battery not included) has the best LED color quality
and run-time of any handheld color match light. This light features
a 98+ Color Rendering Index in five color temperatures to mimic
natural sunlight (100 CRI). The five color temperature options
provide a full spectrum of sunlight from early morning to mid-day
and overcast. This light has 1000 lumens of output with a 98+
Color Rendering Index to Illuminate metallics and imperfections in
the paint. 

Sioux IW500MP-4R3 1/2 Impact Wrench
has forged Aluminum Anvil Housing to
offer maximum strength and durability. It
comes with 1/2 inch drive, 780 ft-lb
torque and 9400-rpm free speed. The
high power to weight ratio and one hand
forward/reverse operation, and 
ergonomic grip. 

MLW 48-22-9004 | 50pc 1/4" SAE/METRIC
MLW 48-22-9008 | 56pc 3/8" SAE/METRIC 

SIO IW500MP-4R3

Drive Ratchet & Socket Sets
Drive Ratchet & Socket set is designed from the
ground up, offering our users the most versatile
sockets that have innovative FOUR FLAT™ sides
featuring a anti-roll and wrench-ready design. The
90 tooth ratchet tool offers 4° of arc swing and a
slim profile design.

Safety Glasses - Anti-Fog Lenses
The protective eyewear features anti-fog lenses to
reduce fogging. Durable anti-scratch lenses protect
your eyes while withstanding the demands of a job site.
Additionally, these MILWAUKEE® protective glasses
have an integrated flexible nose bridge providing you
with extended comfort.

MLW 48-73-2005 

Hook and Pick Set
Features chrome-plated shanks
and a comfort grip handle and
precision knurling. The kit features
a straight pick, offset hook, o-ring
hook, and 90° right angle hook. The
hook and pick tool set comes in an
easy-access storage tray for long-
term tool storage.

MLW 48-22-9215 

1" Mini Copper Tubing Cutter
The Milwaukee 1" Mini Copper Tubing Cutter is
designed to be the most durable mini cutter on the
market. Featuring a Proprietary Adjustment
Mechanism, Milwaukee Mini Tubing Cutters are
engineered for 5X longer life. 

MLW 48-22-4251

12pc Demolition Blade Set
Milwaukee demolition blades are thicker for maximum
durability and taller for straighter cuts. The set features
The Ax for cutting nail embedded wood, The Wrecker for
general purpose demolition cutting, and The Torch for
metal cutting. The set also includes an innovative job site
durable case for convenient blade storage. Includes: (2) 6"
5 TPI Blade, (2) 6" 8 TPI Blade, (4) 6" 18 TPI Blade, (2) 9"
5 TPI Blade, (2) 9" 14 TPI Blade.

MLW 49-22-3329 

MLW 2127-20 (Bare Tool Only)

M12™ ROVER™ Service & Repair Flood
Light with USB Charging
The light provides 700 lumens of high definition output, is
capable of lighting up a workspace for up to 24 hours at
a time with an M12™ XC4.0Ah Battery Pack, and
features a light head that pivots 110°.

MLW 2367-20 (Bare Tool Only)

10pc Heat Gun Kit 
Motor: 120 volt, 12.5 amps. Features dual heat settings
and fan speeds. Includes: Window nozzle - deflects to
prevent panes of glass from overheating. Reflector
nozzle for soldering pipes or shrink-fitting shrink
sleeves. Features a focus nozzle and reduction nozzle
for focused jet of heat. Includes a paint scraper for
stripping paint and a shave hook scraper handle with 3
attachable blades. Blow-mold case included. 

JET 011981 

1/2″ Drive Torque Wrench
Factory Calibration: +/- 4%
Torque Range: 50 to 250 ft-lbs (70 to 350 Nm)
Length: 25-1/2″
24-Tooth Chrome Vanadium (CrV) ratchet gear
Patented lock ring
Ergonomic handle grip for superior comfort
Perceptible jolt and audible click indicate desired
setting has been reached

JET 718912 

Sioux 1/2 Impact Wrench  (Extended Anvil) 

5 Piece Clip Lifter Kit
Each clip lifter is shaped to enable the user to reach into tight areas and
easily remove a variety of retaining vehicle clip types. A high quality,
professional set of 5 clip lifters.

G2S MUK-277015 



Flexzilla Polyurethane Recoil Hose 

Aluminum Work Platform
Capacity: 444 lbs
Net weight: 17.90 lbs 
Gross weight: 20 lbs / case
Dimensions: 38” x 12” x 18”

INF PTR-3001 

PIC 412-91

This heavy-duty Olfa utility knife features an anti-slip rubber grip inset and a
ratchet wheel blade lock. Stainless steel blade channel secures blade for the
toughest of cutting jobs. Easy, tool-free blade change for convenience. Blade is
made of high-quality carbon tool steel and designed for unparalleled sharpness
and superior edge retention.

Flexzilla Air Hose 
Extreme all weather flexibility, even in subzero temperatures (-40 to 140°F).
It is lightweight and easy to handle. This hose has zero memory allowing it
to lay flat and won't kink under pressure. Durable and abrasion-resistant
outer cover/ Anodized aircraft aluminum ends. Max working pressure at
70°F: 300 psi. Includes bend restrictors.

G2S LEG-HFZ1250YW3 | 1/2" X 50' 
G2S LEG-HFZ3825YW2 | 3/8" X 25' 
G2S LEG-HFZ3835YW2 | 3/8" x 35' 
G2S LEG-HFZ3850YW2 | 3/8" X 50' 

Excellent recoil memory. Impact resistant spiral
bend restrictors. Superior chemical resistance.
Reusable anodized aircraft aluminum 1/4"  hose
ends are field repairable in seconds. Working
Pressure: 70°F: 120 PSI. Extreme all weather
flexibility (-40 to 165 degrees F.) 16" tail with swivel
fitting and a 8" tail with rigid fitting. 

G2S LEG-LP1425AFZ | 25' Coil 

Flexzilla Garden Hose Lincoln Air Hose Reel
Lightweight flexible hybrid polymer to lie flat and
eliminate kinking under pressure. It is easy to maneuver
around trees, bushes, or other obstacles. Zero memory
means your sprinkler stays put without twisting. Inner
tube material is drinking water safe. 

G2S LEG-HFZG550YW | 5/8" X 50' 

All steel construction with 3/8" x
50' rubber hose
Slotted mounting base, easy
installation
Spring powered automatic recoil
8 position ratchet system, easy
positioning of hose
5 position adjustable outlet arm

G2S LIN-83753 | 3/8" X 50' 

Crimp & Strip Tool Kit
Get started with the Caméléon Crimp
and Strip Tool Kit. Includes the 10”
Caméléon Ratchet Crimp tool body, 8-22
AWG A1 Die for Heat Shrink Connectors,
8-20 AWG B Die for Non Insulated
Connectors, 4-6 AWG B1 Die for Non
Insulated Connectors and the Stripper
Tool. The sturdy case also features
expansion slots so you can easily grow
your die collection to suit any of your
needs.

Carbide Burr Set
8 Piece Double Cut Carbide Burr Set
This single/double cut burr comes with
shank diameter of 1/4".

PFERD 26547

5 Piece Steel Cut Carbide Burr Set
For steel and cast steel. 1/4" shank
diameter.

PFERD 28037 

OLF L-2 | L-2 Utility Knife 
OLF LB-10B | 10pc Replacement Blades 

OLFA Heavy Duty Utility Knife L-2

Stainless steel blade is integrated into the handle and is not replaceable
Polypropylene acetone-resistant handle
Symmetrical shape for right- and left-hand use
Great for scraping gaskets

These handy scrapers feature high-quality, stainless steel blades, and strong, durable
handles to efficiently tackle most conventional jobs. Left- and right-handed use.
Acetone resistant for easy cleaning.

OLFA Stainless Steel Scraper SCR-S & SCR-L

OLF SCR-S | SCR-S Narrow Scraper 
OLF SCR-L | SCR-L Wide Scraper

Set includes one each:
16" long nose pliers,
16" 45° long nose pliers
and 16" 90° long nose
pliers.

Long Nose Plier 16" 3 pc Set

G2S TIT-60787 | 3pc Set

Oil Filter Wrench Set
Oil filter wrench set covers most cartridge oil
filters on market, including Audi, BMW, Dodge,
Ford, GM, Hyundai, Jeep, Kia, Land Rover,
Lexus, Mazda, Mercedes, Toyota,
Volkswagen, and Volvo. Use with 3/8 drive.
Set of 13 pieces.

G2S 9CL-62607 

Due to supply chain constraints and fluctuations in market conditions, prices are subject to change. 


